
 

MOVING THE MARGINS: FICTION & INCLUSION 

 

SESSION FOUR—TELLING CHARACTERS—DISCUSSION 

QUESTIONS  
 

This is an example of one of the discussion questions used for session four: 

 

In character-driven narratives like John Chu's Hugo Award winning "The Water that Falls on You from 
Nowhere", it can become easy to rely on lengthy exposition or tedious self-analysis to reveal character, 
making the reading an agonizing exercise in listening to a character drone on and on about his or her feelings, 
thoughts, anxieties, etc. Using a device as Chu has here with the water that falls whenever someone tells a lie, 
can help convey the same information in a more interesting and immediate fashion. When Matt considers his 
words he doesn't have to deliberate for pages about the veracity of his feelings or thoughts. He can consider 
whether he will get drenched, remain dry, or feel slightly humid, and we understand immediately the context 
of his truth. Yet this is not the only thing Chu does to provide insight into his characters. Dialogue, action, plot, 
and word choice are also important factors that we as readers use to understand Matt, Gus, Michele, and 
their parents. 

Choose a character from the story (or another story or novel you have read) and describe him or her in five 
words. Think about what the author did in that story to get you to that understanding. How were those traits 
revealed to you? Did a character ever act or speak contradictory to what we know to be true of them? What 
does this reveal? 

Think about a character from your own work and the way you can help invite your readers into a deep 
understanding of that character. Can you put them in certain situations that force them to respond? Can you 
lead them to a specific conversation they need to have? Can you show them in specific settings acting in ways 
that reveal their personal struggles, values, fears and desires? Describe one of your own characters in five 
words and think about the ways in which you can reveal those truths about your character. 

 


